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Discovery of 𝝆, 𝝎, 𝝓 and further 
resonances (1952 – 1964)



From ‘particles’ to ‘resonances’
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Particles

• lifetime τ = 10!"#s

• A visible distance in a bubble chamber or
emulsion before decaying

https://indico.ph.liv.ac.uk/event/1621/

https://indico.ph.liv.ac.uk/event/1621/
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Particles

• lifetime τ = 10!"#s

• A visible distance in a bubble chamber or
emulsion before decaying

Resonances

• E width (10 – 200 MeV) 

• τ = ℏ/100 MeV ≈ 10!$%s

• Particle accelerators (with liquid H bubble chamber)

• Fixed mass and well-defined quantum numbers

• Eventually, discovering these resonances reveals the deeper
level of particles à quarks!

h6ps://indico.ph.liv.ac.uk/event/1621/

https://indico.ph.liv.ac.uk/event/1621/


Technologies during this period
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Accelerators
• Cosmotron (‘Cosmitron’): 1952 – 1966 @ BNL; proton to 3.3 GeV

• The first accelerator in the world to accelerate particles to GeV (BeV).

• Bevatron: 1954 – 1993 @ LBNL
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The liquid hydrogen bubble chamber
• Alvarez invented a new liquid H bubble 

chamber to detect the decay particles from
the accelerator.

• He also developed new measurement 
systems and computer-based methods for 
analysing large data.

• Nobel Prize in 1968:
“for his decisive contributions to elementary particle 
physics, in particular the discovery of a large 
number of resonance states, made possible 
through his development of the technique of using 
hydrogen bubble chamber and data analysis”
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Luis Walter Alvarez



Technologies during this period
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Analysis method: Dalitz plot 
• A visual representation of the phase-space of a three-body decay. It is 

named after its inventor, Richard Dalitz (1925–2006).
Non-uniformi*es in a Dalitz plot 
provide invaluable insights into the 
nature of a two-body resonance



Pattern evolves: 1952 - 1964
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A resonances discovery history
• Hints of resonances

• The first baryonic resonance ∆(1232)
• The first strange resonance 𝛴(1385)
• The first meson resonance: K*(890)

• Discovery of 𝝆, 𝝎, 𝜼
• Resonance octets: from Fermi-Yang, Sakata to Gell-Mann (Yuval Ne’eman)
• Discovery of 𝝓

• Further discovery of resonances in decuplet (JP='(
+)
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The first (baryonic) resonance
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∆ (1232)

21/05/2024

• The first (half) of baryonic resonance shape was discovered by H. Anderson, 
E. Fermi, E. A. Long, and D. E. Nagle at the Chicago Cyclotron in 1952, by
measuring π p cross section from an incident pion of 180 MeV on H target.
•

← Posi&ve pion

← negative pion

• The π+ cross section rose sharply 
but the data stopped at too low an 
energy to show conclusively a 
resonance shape. 

• K. A. Brueckner then suggested that 
a resonance in the π p system was 
being observed



The first (baryonic) resonance
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∆ (1232)

• As higher pion energies became 
available at the Brookhaven 
Cosmotron, more π p resonances 
were observed

• Improved measurements of these 
resonances came from photopro- 
duction experiments carried out at 
Caltech and at Cornell

18/05/2024



The first strange resonance 𝛴(1385)
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• In 1960 when Luis Alvarez and a team began their 
work with separated K- beams exposed at the 
Bevatron. The first resonance observed was the I = 1 
Λπ resonance originally called the Y1

∗ - now known as 
the 𝛴(1385).
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• In 1960 when Luis Alvarez and a team began their 
work with separated K- beams exposed at the 
Bevatron. The first resonance observed was the I = 1 
Λπ resonance originally called the Y1

∗ - now known as 
the 𝛴(1385).



The first meson resonance: K*(890)
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• Then, very rapidly, Luis Alvarez and his team used the same 15-in bubble 
chamber and observed the first meson resonance, K*(890) in



Discovery of 𝝆
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• A very important J = 1 resonance had been predicted first by 
Y. Nambu and later by W. Frazer and J. Fulco. 

• This 𝜋𝜋 resonance, the 𝜌, was observed by A. R. Erwin et al. 
using the proton beam (𝜋") and the 14-inch hydrogen bubble 
chamber at the Cosmotron 

• The analysis showed that the ππ scattering near 770 MeV 
center-of-mass energy was dominated by a spin-1 resonance
(The Breit-Wigner formula).



Discovery of 𝝎
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• Shortly after the discovery of the ρ, a second vector 
(spin-1) resonance was found, this time in the I = 0 
channel by B. Maglich, together with other members 
of the Alvarez group using 72-in bubble chamber @
LBNL



Discussion: ‘resonance’
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• The term “resonance” is applied when the 
produced state decays strongly, as in the 𝝆 or K∗. 
States such as the Λ, which decay weakly, are 
termed particles. 
• The distinction is somewhat artificial. Which 

states decay weakly and which decay strongly is
determined by the masses of the particles 
involved. The ordering of particles by mass may
not be fundamental. 
• Geoffrey Chew proposed the concept of 

“nuclear democracy”: that all particles and 
resonances were on an equal footing.



Discussion: ‘resonance’
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• The proliferation of resonances called for a powerful organizing principle
• Fermi–Yang model [SU(2)] to regard isospin as the proton and neutron as 

fundamental objects. The pion can then be thought of as a combination of a 
nucleon and an antinucleon, for example, np → π+

• S. Sakata [SU(3)] proposed to extend Fermi–Yang model by taking the n, p, 
and Λ as fundamental. In this way the strange mesons could be 
accommodated: Λp → K+

• Ultimately, Murray Gell-Mann and independently, Yuval Ne’eman proposed a 
similar but much more successful model



The ‘eightfold’ way
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• In the Sakata model the baryons p, n, and Λ formed a 3 of SU(3), while the pseudoscalars 
formed an octet. 

• In the version of Gell-Mann and Ne’eman the baryons were in an octet, not a triplet. The 
baryon octet included the isotriplet Σ and the isodoublet Ξ in addition to the nucleons and the Λ. 
All resonances belong either to octets, or to multiplets that could be made by combining octets.

?
(1961)



Discovery of 𝜼
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• 1961 @ Bevatron (same 72-in bubble
chamber for𝝎, Lawrence Berkley )

• The η was established as a pseudoscalar 
later by M. Chre ́tien et al. using a heavy 
liquid bubble chamber to identify two-photon
decay of 𝜼
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• 1961 @ Bevatron (same 72-in bubble
chamber for𝝎, Lawrence Berkley )

• The η was established as a pseudoscalar 
later by M. Chre ́tien et al. using a heavy 
liquid bubble chamber to identify two-photon
decay of 𝜼



Discovery of 𝝓
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• An additional vector meson,𝝓, decaying predominantly 
into KKbar was discovered by two groups, a UCLA team 
under H. Ticho and a Brookhaven–Syracuse group, P. 
L. Connolly et al. the former using an exposure of the 
72-inch hydrogen bubble chamber at the Bevatron, the 
latter using the 20-inch hydrogen bubble chamber at the 
Cosmotron.



Discovery of 𝝓
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• With the addition of the φ there were nine vector mesons. This filled an octet 
multiplet and a singlet (a one-member multiplet).

• Since SU(3) is an approximate rather 
than an exact symmetry, these states 
can mix - neither the ω nor the φ is 
completely singlet or completely octet. 

• The same situation arises for the 
pseudoscalars, where there is in 
addition an η′ meson, which mixes 
with the η.



More resonances (baryons) in decuplet
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• The missing one in the JP = (!")
+ baryon multiplet (decuplet)

?

• At the 1962 Rochester Conference, Gell-
Mann, declared the multiplet was a 10 and
that the tenth member had to be an S=−3,
I=0, JP = (3/2)+ state with a mass of about 
1680 MeV
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• The missing one in the JP = (!")
+ baryon multiplet (decuplet)

• At the 1962 Rochester Conference, Gell-Mann, 
declared the multiplet was a 10 and that the tenth
member had to be an S=−3, I=0, JP = (3/2)+ state with 
a mass of about 1680 MeV (for the 10, it turns out that 
there should be equal spacing between the 
multiplets).



Now, from a modern view…
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• Quarks! (Gell-Mann & Zweig from 1963)
• 10#"$s à strong interaction



M. Gell-Mann: inventor of quarks
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"In 1963, I chose the name 'quark' for the 
fundamental cons:tuents of the nucleon. In 
1964, the physicist George Zweig also 
proposed the existence of quarks. I had been 
reading James Joyce's 'Finnegans Wake,' 
and a word in the text, 'three quarks for 
Muster Mark,' sounded like it meant 'three 
quarks for Mr. Mark.' Since three quarks 
were needed to make a nucleon, the name 
seemed appropriate."

21/05/2024

Murray Gell-Mann
(1929–2019)



M. Gell-Mann: inventor of quarks
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"What I love about the quark model is that 
it brought a beau:ful simplicity to the 
understanding of par:cle interac:ons. It 
was as if a complex tapestry suddenly 
revealed a simple, elegant paLern.”

We will see Gell-Mann‘s genius in the next
seminars…

21/05/2024

Murray Gell-Mann
(1929–2019)



Backup
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The Breit-Wigner formula
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Now, from a much modern view…
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Now, from a much modern view…
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• 10#"$s à strong interaction à quark-antiquark states in the e+e- collider.
• Vector mesons (J=1 and negative parity)
• 770 – 780 MeV: interference of two resonances (mixed states of u- and d-

quarks)

• 1019 MeV:



Pattern evolves: 1952 - 1961
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Background & introduction

• Resonance? Particles? 
• Cross-section depends on the width
• Fixed mass and well-defined quantum numbers JP

• Therefore resonable to call them particles

20/05/2024



From particles to resonances
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• Particles (τ = 10#%&s ) à therefore a visible distance in a bubble chamber or
emulsion before decaying
• Today’s talk (1952 – 1961): we entered an era of spotting resonances in the

view of patterns à deeper level of particles à quarks
• Particle accelerators and scattering cross-sections
• E width (10 – 200 MeV) à τ = ℏ/100 MeV ≈ 10"#$s
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Properties (G-parity, etc)
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